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Abst rac twA new mathematical method for the obtention of symmetry-adapted functions of the 
axial finite point groups (Cn, Cnh, Cnv, Dn, Dnh, Dnd, Sn), based on the topological geometric 
properties of spatial arrangements of ets of charged equivalent particles, has been used. Since in this 
method the explicit matrix representations of the different symmetry species of the point groups are 
not necessary, it has proved to be more simple than the projection operator classical method. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
With this paper, we would like to complete the application of the topological geometric method [1] 
to all the symmetry finite point groups in order to obtain symmetry-adapted functions. In 
previous papers, we have dealt with the case of the icosahedral [2] and cubic [3] groups. Here, 
we apply the method to those groups of lower symmetry, e.g., groups having an unique order n 
finite main rotation axis, namely axial or dihedral groups (Cn, Cnh, Cnv, Dn, Dnh, Dnd, Sn). 
Symmetry-adapted functions for these last groups appear tabulated in the literature [4-6]. 
We will first study the case of the Dn group to any n value in a simple way and then the obtained 
results can be applied to the remaining finite axial point groups by using the mathematical rela- 
tionships among them. Since Dn is a subgroup of K, we can obtain symmetry-adapted functions 
to the first taking suitable linear combinations of surface spherical harmonics (SALC's) [7]. 
2. SALC'S FOR GROUPS Dn 
In order to apply the topological geometric method, let's build a set, C(n), of equivalent 
particles that generates a representation of Dn in which all its irreducible representations are 
contained. This can be accomplished by applying the symmetry operations of Dn to a particle in 
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an arbitrary spatial position. We thus obtain a set of 2n particles whose Cartesian coordinates 
are :  
xg=r  cos(~r(2~ -1 )  
yg = r sin (7r (2~ -1 )  
+ (-1)"¢) , 
+ (-i)"¢), (i) 
Z~ = (--1)'Z, # = 1, 2, 3 , . . . ,  2n, 
where ¢ and z are arbitrary constants. 
The set C(n) generates the representation regular A n of the Dn group, whose reduction is the 
following: 
A n = Ai  q~ A2 ~ B1 @ B2 (~ 2E1 ~ 2E2 E~... ~ 2E(n/2)_1, for even n, 
A n = A1 (B A2 E~ 2Ei ~ 2E- . .  (B 2E(n-i)/2, for odd n. (2) 
From equation (29) of [1], the elements of the adjacency matrix of the set C(n) are: 
[" 1, if [ i - j l (mod2n-  3) = 1,2, 
M(n) i j  I 0, otherwise. (3) 
The eigenvalues and the eigenvectors' coefficients of M(n) are shown in Table 1. The general 
expressions of the SALC's for groups Dn, which are shown in Table 2, have been obtained by 
substituting the spatial coordinates of the particles of the set C(n) from equation (1) and the 
coefficients S(F)~i from Table 1 in equation (4) of [3]. 
Table 1. Eigenvalue and coefficients for the Table 2. SeAL's for groups D,~. 
eigenvectors of M(n). (x axis coincident with C~ axis.) 
_n 1 i ¢~l)r F eigenvalue i S(F)~i F n 2 
A1 4 1 1 A1 even even/odd even 1 ~ cvYl np/2'c 
A2 0 1 (-1) (~-1) even even/odd odd 1 ~ cpY~ r'p/2'8 
B1 -2  1 (-1)~/2 (for # even) odd - even 1 ~%Yz np'c 
(-1) (~-U/2 (for # odd) odd - odd 1 ~cpYl np's 
Vnp/2 ,  s B2 -2  1 (-1) (/~-2)/2 (for # even) A2 even even/odd even 1 /_..cp. l 
(-1) (~-1)/2 (for # odd) even even/odd odd 1 ~'~CpYl np/2'c 
Ek 0 1 e i~rk(~-l)/n odd even 1 ~ cpYl np's 
2 e -i~rk(~-l)/n odd odd 1 ~-~cpYl np'c 
B1 even even even 1 ~ opYl n(2p+l)/4'c 
even even odd 1 ~ CpYl n(2p+l)/4'8 
B2 even even even 1 Y~ C~pYl n(2p+l)/4's 
even even odd 1 ~ CpYl n(2p+l)/4"c 
Ek odd even/odd 1 ~ [cpYt a + (cpyta) *] 
odd even/odd 2 ~ [cpylb + (c~ylb)* ] 
where p=0,1,2,... ; a= n(2p+l)+k]/2, 
b--[n(2p+l)-k]/2 for k odd; and a----(2pn+k)/2, 
b=[2n(p+l)-k]/2 for k even. 
3. SALC 'S  FOR THE OTHERS D IHEDRAL GROUPS 
According to the symmetry descent from Dn to Cn displayed in Table 3 [8], the SALC's for Cn 
groups are the same as for Dn. On the other hand, for the Dnh and Sn groups, we must take into 
account he direct products hown in Table 4 [8]; thus, bearing in mind the symmetry properties 
of the spherical harmonics with respect o inversion, i, and the reflection a,~ [6]: 
i[Yzm(0, ¢)] = Ylm(Tr - 0, ¢ + 7r) = (-1)tYtm(0, ¢), 
(4) 
ah[ylm(0, ¢)] = Ylm(Tr - 0, ¢) = (--1)l+mylm(0, ¢), 
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~/~(0r the function ~i of Dn must be the i th basis function of the irreducible representation Fg or r~ 
(F ~ or r" )  of the group Ci®D,~ (Cs®Dn) if 1 (l+m) is even or odd, respectively. 
Finally, as shown in Table 5 for groups Dnd (with even values of n) and C~v, we can make the 
symmetry descent from D2nh and Dnh, respectively. 
Table 3. Symmetry descent 
from Dn to Cn. 
Dn Cn 
A1 A 
A2 A 
B~ B 
B2 B 
Ek Eka~]~ Ekb 
Table 4. Direct products. 
even n Cnh = Ci® Cn 
Dnh = Ci® Dn 
odd n $2, = Ci® C, 
C,h = Cs® C, 
Dnh = C8® Dn 
Dnd =- Ci® Dn 
Table 5. Symmetry descents from Dnh and D2n h. 
Dnh (odd n) Cnv D2nh Dnd (even ) C2nv (even ) 
A~ AI AI AI A1 
A~ A2 A2 A2 A2 
E~ E~ B1 B1 B1 
A~ A2 B2 B2 B2 
A~ A1 E~ ) Ek Ek 
Eg Ek B1 A2 A2 
B2 AI AI 
A1 B2 B1 
A2 B1 B2 
(*)see the Appendix 
C2nv (odd n) 
Alg 
A2g 
Big 
B2g 
Ekg 
Alu 
A2u 
Blu 
B2u 
Eku Ek Ek 
APPENDIX  
In making the symmetry descent from D2nh to Dnh, the irreps Ekg and Eku are transformed 
into Er and Et, respectively. In this Appendix, we will obtain the relationship between the 
parameters k, r and t. 
The irreducible representations E8 of the Dnd group is that where the character of the symmetry 
operation S~n (=i c~n+l~ " 2, J is 2cos(2rs/2n). On the other hand, the character of this transformation 
is 2cos[27r(n+l)k/2n] and -2  cos[21r(n+l)k/2n] i  the irreducible representations Ek9 and Eku of 
the D2nh group, respectively [8]. Therefore, the representations Ekg and Ek~ of the D2nh reduce 
to Er and Et of the Dnd group respectively, where r and t are such that: 
~(n + 1)k ~r ~(n + 1)k ~t 
cos  = cos - -  and  -cos  - cos - - .  (5)  
n n n n 
Since Dnd has n - 1 twofold irreducible representations, weconclude from equation (5) that 
v, i f v<n-1 ,  (w ,  i fw<n-1 ,  
r = - t = ~ - (6)  
2n-v ,  i f v>n-1 ,  2n -w,  i fw>n-1 ,  
where 
v = k(n + 1)(mod 2n) and w = [k(n + 1) +n](mod2n).  (7) 
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